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Study of convective drying of a mortar with a paste
cover by NMR and MRI
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The convective drying of a composite system made of a porous medium covered with a paste is a situation
often encountered with soils, building, cultural heritage materials [1] and recently in decontamination of
cementitious materials in nuclear facilities [2]. The aim of this study is to understand the convective drying
behaviour of an initially saturated mortar. For simple porous systems (soils, bead packings, etc) the drying
rate is constant during a long first period, thanks to capillary effects tending to redistribute homogeneously
the liquid and thus continuously transport liquid towards the free surface of the sample where it evaporates.
This is followed by a second period of drying rate decrease, generally associated with the development of a
dry front [3]. For our mortar the drying rate continuously decreases from the beginning of the test, indicating
a process in which the driving force is not capillarity. Yet, the spatial distribution of moisture content in
mortar during drying obtained from Magnetic resonance imaging reflects a homogeneous desaturation of the
sample, showing that there is a driving effect throughout the sample. At last, dynamic relaxometry by Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance gives us the distribution of relaxation time in the system while it dries, which allows to
know the history of pore emptying in time. The capillary pores (50-600 nm) appear to dry first, followed by
inter-CSH pores (2-10 nm), while intra-CSH pores (0.5-1.8 nm) remains saturated. We suggest that the drying
of such a material relies on the slow diffusion of the liquid through a continuous structure of inter-CSH pores.
We also explored the drying behaviour of a mortar sample covered with an initially wet paste layer.
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